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Introduction
Numerical modelling of natural phenomena or industrial processes that involve multiple scales of interest, have a wide range of applications of fundamental and practical importance. Such applications are often encountered in problems in heterogeneous media. Transport processes in porous or disordered media [20, 5] , biomedicine [28] and remote sensing [36] are a few to name. For example in a remote sensing problem [4] the spatial domain can be of many orders or magnitude larger than the propagating wave length. Solving this problem with the standard Finite Element Method (FEM) usually requires many nodal points per wavelength in order to recover the solution with a reasonable engineering accuracy. Thus the solution can be very demanding in terms of the computational resources not only because of the domain size but also because of the discontinuities in the physical properties due to the problem heterogeneity. Furthermore, local irregularities such as singularities or steep gradients in the solution at the vicinity of the fibres or particles in a composite material, can have an extra impact on the efficiency and the robustness of the solution [35] . It can even result in a numerical bottleneck especially in the time domain.
In a homogeneous media it was proved that enriching the finite element solution space with special functions can be efficient in dealing with difficulties related to multiscale problems or local irregularities [16, 26] . For example plane waves are used in several enrichment approaches to reduce the computational costs of modelling wave problems. The approaches include: the Partition of 1 Unity Finite Element Method (PUFEM) [12, 14] , the generalized finite element method [30, 31] , the partition of unity boundary element method [23, 15] , the ultraweak variational formulation [2, 11] and the discontinuous enrichment method [32, 8] . In all these cases the solution space is enriched with wave-like functions in order to circumvent the need for highly refined meshes due to short waves propagating in the problem domain. Similarly in heat transfer problems to overcome difficulties related to thermal gradients Van der Meer et al. [34] developed a set of algorithms to study transient geothermal problems using time-dependent enrichment to approximate the solution. Hence, the evolution of thermal gradients with time is considered by updating the enrichment so that it remains optimal at each time step. O'Hara et al. [21] applied global-local enrichment to transient problems with highly localized sharp thermal gradients using the generalized finite element method [22] . More recently Mohamed et al. [26] presented a finite element solution for transient diffusion problems enriched by a family of Gaussian functions. The temporal behaviour of the problem was consider using multiple time-independent enrichment functions giving rise to much improved computational efficiency since the same system matrix could be used at each time step. This work was extended later to consider radiative heat transfer in a grey material [27] and in glass cooling [18] where a q-refinement procedure is presented to deal with radiation rates at multiple frequency bands.
It was until recently that enriched approaches were investigated for heat transfer in heterogeneous media. To express discontinuous gradient fields with thermal problems Soghrati et al. [29] enriched a finite element approximation, using combinations of Lagrangian shape functions. In a different work Yu and Gong [37] adopted an eXtended finite element method to avoid mesh dependency on the material interfaces. The cross element discontinuity is modelled using a modified level set enrichment function. In both references [29] and [37] the enrichment is used to allow material interfaces to pass through elements, and weak discontinuities at these interfaces are captured. However, fine meshes will still be required to capture high thermal gradients. On the other hand several authors have developed enrichment approaches to model wave scattering in a heterogeneous medium. Different contributions have been made to this type of problem using the concept of the partition of unity method [16] . Laghrouche et al. [13] used specific enrichment for each subdomain constituting the composite media. Continuity between subdomains is ensured with Lagrange multipliers. A recent contribution is found in [6] where Facco et al. used a partition of unity method based mortar finite element method to solve the scattering of transverse electromagnetic wave. The method uses the idea of mortar elements, where, the continuity between two domains is achieved by directly coupling the corresponding basis functions of the nodes on the interface. This has been shown to result into a positive definite linear system and thus efficient iterative solvers can be employed. A more relevant contribution is due to Chazot et al. [3] where Lagrange multipliers are used to couple two medium namely air and a porous absorbing material to solve the Helmholtz equation with the PUFEM. In a very recent work Tezaur et al. [25] extended the concept of the discontinuous enrichment method [7] into problems of a spatially variable wavenumber.
Due to the different physical properties of the materials composing a heterogeneous media, it is important to define the enrichment based on each material/subdomain. This results in several enrichment functions that need to be continuous in between these subdomains. In this work we propose to combine these functions by applying each one over the entire domain such that the resulting enrichment is a hybrid of these functions. This strategy does not result in discontinuities such as in [13, 3, 25] . Compared to the previous works, in this paper there is no need to use Lagrange multipliers which are known to result into a linear system that is not positive definite [24] . Besides rendering a non-positive definite structure (presence of zeros on the diagonal of the associated matrices) of the linear system, the use of Lagrange multipliers results into additional unknowns and increases the bandwidth of the system matrix. Also, the equations in the linear system need to be arranged carefully to avoid the problems when solving the system with direct solvers such as Gauss elimination. Furthermore, as the number of subdomains increases a significant computational cost arises in order to handle the boundary integrals resulting from the coupling conditions at the interfaces. On the other hand the proposed hybrid enrichment can satisfactorily deal with all these subdomains without disturbing the continuity. The proposed strategy is tested in two different applications namely wave scattering and transient heat transfer in heterogeneous media.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly state the governing equations for the problems studied here. Then, we introduce the ingredients of the PUFEM and its implementation in Section 3 where the finite element discretization of the space and enrichment functions are presented as well. Section 4 shows the results for our numerical applications in wave scattering for two-and four-layered medium and then in the transient heat transfer in composites of two and three materials. The presented results clearly show the overall efficiency of the proposed PUFEM compared to the polynomial based finite element. Finally, we conclude with some remarks in Section 5.
Model problem
Second-order partial differential equations appear in many subjects such as wave scattering, diffusion process, simulation of heat conduction, and groundwater flows. Second-order partial differential equations can also be used to model water waves in shallow water flows. In the current work, we consider a class of second-order partial differential equations written in the generic form
where x is the spatial point, U (x) is the unknown solution, F and f are source terms, α, K and β are known coefficients which may depend on x. The equations (1) have to be solved in a bounded spatial domain Ω in R d (d = 1, 2 or 3) with a boundary Γ and n(x) denotes the unit outward normal atx with respect to Γ. In this paper, the emphasis is on second-order partial differential equations raised in modeling acoustic waves and heat transfer. More precisely, the numerical techniques developed here are used to solve:
1. Wave scattering: Starting from the two-dimensional wave equation and assuming a steady state solution, the considered problem is reduced to the following Helmholtz equation
where φ is the total acoustic pressure in Ω and k(x) is the wavenumber of the medium at x. It is clear that the Helmholtz equation (2) can be reformulated in the compact form (1) where
In the present study we consider the problem of a plane wave scattering in a heterogeneous media with a jump in the wavenumber as depicted in Figure 1 . It should be noted that the jump in the wavenumber arises on account of a discontinuity in the density ρ of the medium. The plane wave φ inc (x) = e ikd·x travelling in the direction d and being scattered from a circular scatterer in a media with a jump in the wavenumber where i = √ −1. The computational domain is defined as Ω = Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 with Γ s of radius r 1 is the boundary of the circular cylinder, Γ int of radius r 2 is the interface between the regions Ω 1 and Ω 2 and Γ r of radius r 3 is an artificial circular truncation boundary. We denote by k 1 and k 2 the wavenumbers in the regions Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively. In Figure 1 , Ω ∞ is the homogeneous and unbounded domain with wavenumber k 2 , thus, k ∞ = k 2 . Let φ 1 and φ 2 denote the total acoustic pressures respectively in the domains Ω 1 and Ω 2 . The scatterer is assumed to be fully rigid, thus, on Γ s we have which implies the total reflection of the incident plane wave off the cylinder surface Γ s . The normal particle velocity across the interface, Γ int , between the two subdomains must be continuous i.e.,
where ρ 1 and ρ 2 are the densities of the medium in the domains Ω 1 and Ω 2 , respectively. The third boundary condition is for the scattered waves that travel away from the scatterer into the unbounded domain Ω ∞ . The scattered pressure in the homogeneous exterior domain Ω ∞ (denoted by φ sct 2 ) needs to satisfy the Sommerfeld radiation condition [33] lim
where r is the distance of a point in Ω from the origin and d is the dimension of the space. It is well known that the Sommerfeld radiation condition is satisfied exactly only at infinity. Therefore, we truncate the infinite domain by introducing an approximate condition over an artificial boundary (denoted by Γ r ). There are numerous options available for choosing the appropriate approximate condition on Γ r , compare [33] for a brief review. In the present study, we choose the first-order boundary operator due to Bayliss, Gunzburger and Turkel (BGT-1) given as
and thus the corresponding boundary condition on Γ r is either
Since φ 2 = φ sct 2 + φ inc 2 , one can write
Here we have replaced the spatial derivative with respect to r with the normal derivative as for the case of a circular boundary Γ r centred at origin, r and the normal coincide. 4 2. Heat transfer:
where t is the time variable, T the temperature, ρ the density, c the specific heat capacity, κ the thermal conductivity, the convective heat transfer coefficient and S a heat source term. Note that in general, the thermal properties of the material, ρ, c and κ depend on the spatial location and may also depend on the material temperature. In the current work we consider the linear problem in which ρ, c and κ are piecewise constant in space. Here, (0, t f inal ] is the time interval, T 0 is a given initial temperature distribution which may depend on the spatial position and T b is a given temperature of the surrounding. The equations (3) are widely accepted as an accurate model for heat conduction in both participating and non-participating media [17] . These equations do not have analytical solutions for arbitrary geometries and their numerical solutions lead to moving fronts due to the steep gradients in the thermal properties of the material and heat sources.
To integrate the equations (3) we divide the time interval into subintervals [t n , t n+1 ] with duration ∆t = t n+1 − t n for n = 0, 1, . . . . We use the notation w n to denote the value of a generic function w at time t n . We consider a semi-implicit θ-time stepping scheme, in which the semidiscrete formulation of the heat conduction problem (3a) is given by
On the boundary, the semi-discrete formulation of (3b) is
where the time parameter θ has to be chosen depending on the time integration scheme; by taking θ = 0 the equation (4) is the first-order Backward Euler scheme, whereas the use of θ = 1 2 in the equations (4) yields the second-order Crank-Nicolson scheme. Note that the first-order Euler scheme and the second-order Crank-Nicolson scheme are unconditionally stable for linear problems, so that the choice of ∆t may be based on accuracy considerations only. We should also point out that, in the solution procedure, only linear systems of algebraic equations have to be solved at each time step to update the temperature T n+1 . The semi-discrete problem (4) can be reformulated in the compact form (1) where
and
The starting point for the use of the finite element method is the weak formulation of the corresponding semi-discrete equations (4b). We proceed as in the conventional finite element formulations by multiplying equation (1a) by a weighting function W and then integrating over Ω. This yields the statement of the problem to be solved in the weak form, i.e. find T n+1 such that:
where W is the trial function. Similarly the weak form for the acoustic scattering problem (2) is: find the pressure φ such that
where r 3 is the radius of the artificial truncation boundary Γ r . Remark that the boundary integral on Γ s in the weak form vanishes as the cylinder is assumed to be sound hard. In addition, when performing the domain integral for the mass matrix term (second term in the first integral on left hand side of (7)), the wavenumber
It should also be pointed out that the weak form (7) is similar to the one used in [13] except the inclusion of an additional boundary integral in [13] that takes into account the continuity of normal particle velocity across the interface Γ int which does not appear in (7).
Mixed enrichment for the finite element method
In this section we formulate the proposed PUFEM for the numerical solution of the wave scattering and the heat transfer problems. In order to solve the above weak forms with the finite element method we require a discretization of the space domain Ω = Ω ∪ Γ. To perform this step, we generate a quasi-uniform partition Ω h ⊂ Ω of small elements T j such that Ω = N e j=1 T j , where N e is the number of elements of Ω h and h is a space discretization parameter. Next, we formulate the finite element solution to U as
where N d is the number of solution mesh points in the partition Ω h . The functions U n j are the corresponding nodal values of U n h (x). They are defined as
j=1 are the set of solution mesh points in the partition Ω h . In (8) 
j=1 are the set of global nodal basis functions characterized by the property ψ i (x j ) = δ ij with δ ij denoting the Kronecker symbol. We introduce {x 1 , . . . , x M } as the set of M nodal points in the element T j . Hereafter, unless otherwise stated, the subscripts h and j are used to refer to coefficients associated with the whole mesh Ω h and a mesh element T j , respectively. The approximation space is then defined as
Using the PUFEM [16] it is possible to enrich the solution space with basis functions that have better approximation properties than the conventional polynomial basis functions. The enrichment used for the applications studied here are presented next. 
Wave scattering
We consider a computational domain composed of two media such that the wavenumber is constant within each medium but changes suddenly on the interfaces in between these media. To enrich the solution space we use plane waves which were proved to be very successful for this type of problems [12, 19] . Here two sets of plane waves are used each of a different wavenumber. To blend these two sets together the plane waves are applied globally over the entire domain. It should be noted that with the FEM there is no need to consider interface conditions because the boundary integral contributions from either sides of the interface cancel each other. However, if the problem is solved with enriching the FEM space with plane waves of different wavenumbers on each side of the interface, a constraint equation needs to be provided in order to ensure the continuity. For example, the continuity across the interface is enforced in [13] using the Lagrange multipliers. Applying constraints may become computationally demanding particularly when multiple discontinuities are accounted. In the current work the plane wave basis of each wavenumber are continuous across the interfaces, hence, no need for Lagrange multipliers. The nodal value of the pressure at a node l is expressed in terms of the plane waves combination
where
is the amplitude associated with the q 1 th plane wave of the wavenumber k 1 . Similarly,
is the amplitudes associated with the q 2 th plane wave of the wavenumber k 2 . The plane waves are defined using the position vector x and the direction vector d. are then used to build a combination of these plane waves. As a simple illustration Figure  2 shows a possible combination of plane waves in one-dimension. Here the finite element method is used to approximate the values of the unknowns A 1 l,q 1 and A 2 l,q 2 in order to estimate the best approximation that is built from the enrichment plane waves. Notice that comparing this approach to the domain-based enrichment approaches a combination of plane waves such as the one shown in Figure 2 is not possible. Instead only one type of enrichment can be used in each subdomain.
Using the nodal values (9) to rewrite the approximation (8) we obtain Thus the approximation space can be rewritten as
The enrichment considered in this study can easily be extended to problems of scattering with several heterogeneous media by including a combination of plane wave sets of all the wavenumbers
heat transfer
To enrich the solution space for the two-dimensional heat conduction we use a family of Gaussian functions, as proposed in [26] , and defined as
where R := x − x c is the distance from the function control point x c = (x c , y c ) T to the point x = (x, y) . The control points are located at or close to the lowest gradient of the solution, which is usually at the heat core. The constants R c and C control the shape and the amplitude of the Gaussian function G gauss q
. Hence, as in (8) the nodal values can be rewritten at any time t = t n as
As in the scattering waves, the finite element method is now used to approximate the values of the unknowns A q,n l in order to find the best combination of the enrichment functions to be used for 8 approximating the finite element solution. A simple illustration of this type of enrichment functions is displayed in Figure 3 . Using the nodal values (13) to rewrite the approximation (8) we obtain
Thus, the new approximation space becomes
Because of the composite nature of the considered media, some parts of the domain will heat up or cool down faster than other parts. The enrichment is designed so that the higher orders will recover the steep parts of the solution in one part of the domain whereas the lower orders will approximate the flat parts of the solution in other regions. The discontinuity in the material properties may lead into sharp heat gradients on the material interface or the domain boundaries. The enrichment with high gradient should account for different spatial distribution of steep gradients in the solution.
Since the enrichment functions are time-independent, the system matrix of the linear system resulting from (6) is also time-independent. A major advantage is then the ability to retain the system matrix assembled at the first time step to be re-used at later time steps without alteration. This is achieved by factorizing the system matrix using an LDL decomposition where L is a lower and D is a diagonal matrix [1] . This factorization is only done at the first time step where resolving the system is reduced to forward-, diagonal-and back-substitutions at any time step after updating the right-hand side of the system. This can significantly increase the efficiency when a large number of time steps is needed, compared to updating the matrix and fully solving the system if a time-dependent enrichment is to be used. The advantages of the time-independent enrichment are discussed in further details in [14, 19] .
Numerical results and applications
In this section, several numerical examples are presented to illustrate the efficiency of the PUFEM with the considered enrichment for solving problems in heterogeneous media. The PUFEM is compared to the standard FEM which is widely used for solving problems of this type. In the examples where no analytical solution is available a very fine finite element mesh is used to recover a reference solution. The efficiency of the PUFEM is demonstrated here by achieving a similar accuracy to the FEM but with a much lower number of degrees of freedom.
Acoustic wave scattering
Considering the wave scattering in the heterogeneous media depicted in Figure 1 a reference solution can be obtained using the procedure introduced in [13] . Thus, the pressure at a point in the region Ω 1 is given as
while the pressure for a point in region Ω 2 is where J n and Y n are the Bessel functions of order n and of the first and the second kind, respectively. The coefficients A n , B n , C n and D n can be determined using the boundary conditions. The sound hard implies
Continuity of the acoustic pressure gives
The continuity of the normal component of a particle velocity on the interface gives
Recall that the approximate condition for φ 2 on Γ r in (2) is given by
where the incident wave φ inc 2 can be expanded using the following series
It is evident that the equations (17)- (21) can be used to evaluate the coefficients A n , B n , C n , and D n for a given number of terms in the series expansion. Once these coefficients are known, the total pressure can be computed at any point in Ω using (15) and (16).
Plane wave scattering in a medium with single jump.
We consider plane wave scattering in a medium with a jump in the density (and hence in the wavenumber) using the configuration shown in Figure 1 . Here the various radii for the geometry are r 1 = 1, r 2 = 2 and r 3 = 3. For numerical integration inside a given finite element the standard Gaussian quadrature is used. It should be pointed out that for the PUFEM we use n g integration points per wavelength in each dimension. For the results presented in this section n g = 10, which is a common practice when solving wave problems [12] . In all our simulations, the integration points are placed analytically on the geometry. To give an overall estimate of the problem size we define a parameter nDof which is the total number of degrees of freedom. This number is equal to the total number of nodes in the conventional FEM while it is equal to the total number of nodes multiplied by the total number of enrichment functions in the PUFEM. We also define the relative L 2 error by
where φ is the reference solution calculated using (17)- (21) andφ is the numerical solution. Similarly, the relative L 2 (Γ s ) error on the scatterer can be computed using the relevant line integrals on the scatterer boundary.
First, we examine the q-refinement in the PUFEM using the considered meshes shown in Figure  4 where we refer to the coarse and the fine meshes as Mesh 1 and Mesh 2, respectively. In this test example we use a uniform choice of the numbers of the enrichment functions i.e. the number of plane waves used for enrichment with wavenumbers k 1 and k 2 are equal (Q 1 = Q 2 ). We summarize in Figure 5 the relative errors L 2 (Ω), and the condition number log 10 (k) obtained with increasing the numbers of enrichment. As expected smaller errors are obtained on the fine mesh than the coarse mesh. Increasing the number of enriching plane waves reduces the error exponentially.
The large values of the condition number should also be noted which is often observed with the PUFEM [12] . It is worth adding that solving the wave scattering problem discussed here with the conventional FEM is very demanding. For example, solving the same problem using the FEM on linear triangular elements with 117568 degrees of freedom, results in an L 2 (Ω)-error of 12%, which despite this relatively high number of degrees of freedom is at least one order of magnitude larger than any of the PUFEM results presented here.
In Figure 6 we present the PUFEM results obtained on Mesh 2 using k 1 = 2π and k 2 = 4π, where the real and imaginary parts of the total pressure are plotted against the reference solution. As can be seen from the displayed results, there is no visual difference between the PUFEM solution and the reference solution. The PUFEM accurately resolves this test problem on a reasonably coarse mesh and without any special treatment of the interface between the two media such as Lagrange multipliers discussed in [13, 8] for acoustics and in [6] for electromagnetics. Real part (first column) and imaginary part (second column) of total pressure for wave scattering in a medium with single jump using k 1 = 2π and k 2 = 2k 1 . Table 1 : Results for q-refinement in the PUFEM for wave scattering in a medium with single jump using Mesh 2 and for k 1 = 2π and k 2 = 8π or 12π. Our next concern is to study the effect of changing one of the enrichment numbers Q 1 while keeping the other number Q 2 constant. The magnitude of the jump is taken into account by considering two ratios of k 2 /k 1 . Here we refer to increasing the total number of enrichment functions as the q-refinement. In Table 1 we list the PUFEM results on Mesh 2 for the wavenumbers k 1 = 2π and k 2 = 8π or 12π. It is evident that the PUFEM can predict accurate solutions even for higher values of the ratio k 2 /k 1 . Furthermore, the PUFEM can clearly work with an unequal choice of enrichment numbers. Indeed this choice can significantly reduce the condition number by almost six orders of magnitude for k 2 /k 1 = 4 and eight orders of magnitude for k 2 /k 1 = 6 while only increasing the L 2 -error by one order of magnitude. It should also be stressed that to solve the linear systems resulted form the PUFEM we used the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) algorithm [9] . The performance of the SVD solver for solving highly ill-conditioned systems as those obtained in the current study is commonly well-established, compare for example [10] .
Plane wave scattering in a medium with multiple jumps.
Next we solve the problem of wave scattering in a medium with multiple jumps in the density. We consider a sound hard cylinder surrounded by four concentric fluid layers as shown in Figure 7 with wavenumbers k 1 = k 3 and k 2 = k 4 . As in the previous example, we use linear quadrilateral finite elements for the spatial discretization, see Figure 7 . The FEM result on a fine mesh is used as a reference solution. Although in theory it is possible to obtain a reference solution following the approach (17)- (21), but in practice the resulting linear system of equations for the reference solution can become a singular system leading to unstable results. It is for this reason, only reference results obtained using the FEM are included for the comparison.
First, we examine the h-convergence of the FEM for this test example. To this end the problem is solved on a relatively coarse mesh with nDof = 176832 using k 1 = k 3 = 2π and k 2 = k 4 = 2k 1 . Then the problem is solved on three finer meshes for each subsequent solution. The value of nDof is hence increased to 705920, 1822093 and 2820864. Figure 8 shows two cross sections of the total pressure φ at θ = 0 and on Γ s for the four different solutions. It is clear that the FEM converges as the characteristic size of each element in the mesh is reduced. The FEM solution with nDof = 1822093 is practically identical to that with nDof = 2820864 which is taken as a reference solution. To further compare the PUFEM to the standard FEM we present in Figure 9 the PUFEM results on the same cross sections as above against the FEM reference solution. It is clear that the PUFEM with nDof = 5760 accurately capture the same solution as the FEM on the finest mesh. It should be stressed that the FEM with nDof = 705920 could not achieve the same accuracy as the PUFEM. The former result shows some differences when compared to the converged solution. Thus the significant saving in the total number of degrees of freedom (more than 99%) with the PUFEM is evident. For comparison purpose we have also included in Figure 10 two-dimensional plots of the PUFEM results against the reference solution obtained using k 1 = k 3 = 2π and k 2 = k 4 = 2k 1 whereas, those obtained using k 1 = k 3 = π/2 and k 2 = k 4 = 4k 1 are presented in Figure 11 . It is clear that the PUFEM accurately capture the small wave features in this problem and produces similar scattering patterns as those of the reference solution.
Transient heat transfer
To ascertain the performance of the PUFEM we consider two test examples of heat conduction in a composite with inclusions. In the first example we solve the problem of heat conduction in a composite with a single inclusion and subject to a heated boundary from the surrounding medium. A moving thermal front from the boundary towards the center of the composite is expected in this example. The form and speed of the thermal front depend on the values of conduction coefficients of the inclusion. In the second test example instantaneous heat sources are accounted for in the problem of heat conduction in a composite with double inclusions. As a consequence, this heat conduction problem is more difficult to handle; the results shown here illustrate the robustness of the PUFEM.
The numerical performance of the PUFEM algorithm described is investigated and numerically verified to show its capability in solving transient heat conduction problems involving nonhomogeneous thermal coefficients. For the purpose of this study a uniform time step is used for the entire time window considered. Unless otherwise mentioned, the time step size ∆t is fixed to 10 −2 with θ = 1 2 . To evaluate elementary matrix entries all the integrals are evaluated numerically using standard Gaussian quadrature. The number of integration points is chosen to be sufficient so that the results are not affected by the integration errors. In this way it is clear that we are testing the algorithm independently of integration accuracy. We also refer to [26] for detailed discussions on the use of numerical integration with the PUFEM in this type of problems. It should be stressed that for the test examples considered in this paper, the total number of integration points used in the PUFEM is smaller than in the corresponding FEM model. This is true despite the high number of integration points per elements with the PUFEM because of the much lower number of elements in the considered meshes compared to the FEM. The resulting linear systems of algebraic equations are solved using a direct solver.
Heat conduction in a composite with single inclusion.
To investigate the performance of the PUFEM algorithm we consider a linear heat equation with discontinuous conductivity coefficients. The governing equations are of the form (3a)-(3b) with We consider two heat transfer regimes corresponding to (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1) and (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10). All quantities are given with their respective units which are omitted here for simplicity. In order to quantify the errors in this example a reference solution computed using the FEM on a fine mesh of 50625 nodes is used. We consider the relative L ∞ -norm error function E ∞ (t n ) at time t n as
is the L ∞ norm, T n and T n are respectively, the computed and reference solutions at time t n . The reference solution is given by the FEM where the finite element mesh is refined until the h-convergence is achieved. Note that the L ∞ -norm is used to quantify the errors rather than the L 2 -norm as it is crucial to recover the temperature field accurately everywhere in the computational domain in order to have an accurate prediction of the physical properties. The aim of this test example is to compare the results obtained using the proposed PUFEM to those obtained using the standard FEM using different meshes and numbers of enrichment functions. For comparison reasons several structured meshes are obtained by h-refining the coarse meshes illustrated in Figure  12 . These coarse meshes (for PUFEM and FEM) are used to compare the PUFEM results against the FEM. Only linear three-noded elements are considered in this test example. Figure 13 presents the temperature distributions obtained using the PUFEM against the reference solution at the times t = 0.01 and 0.4 using (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1). Those results obtained for the test example with (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10) are displayed in Figure 14 . In both cases the heat is propagating from the hot boundaries to the center of the enclosure at different rates. A faster increase in the interior temperature is detected for the case with (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10) than the simulations with (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1). For both methods, the recovered temperature field shows the simulated moving fronts from the boundary walls towards the center of the enclosure. The temperature gradient in the composite material with (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1) is more sharp than the one obtained for the case with (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10). Under the considered thermal conditions, the reference FEM and PUFEM produce similar results. To further emphasize this behavior we present in Figure 15 cross sections of the temperature distribution along the main diagonal of the enclosure obtained using the PUFEM and the reference FEM solution for both test cases. As can be seen, the results obtained with the PUFEM show the same temperature features as those obtained using the FEM. It is clear that for the considered thermal conditions in this composite material, both the FEM and the PUFEM resolve the solution dynamics and accurately capture the moving temperature fronts. However, the FEM results are obtained on a fine mesh with 12800 elements and 6561 nodes while, the PUFEM results are computed using a coarse mesh with 512 elements and 289 nodes and 4 enrichment functions, thus offering more than 80% reduction in the total number of degrees of freedom.
To quantify the results obtained using the PUFEM we summarize in Table 2 the L ∞ -error in the temperature obtained using the PUFEM and the reference FEM solution at three instants, t = 0.01, 0.1 and 0.4. We present results for different numbers of enrichments Q and different mesh sizes h. The logarithms of the associated condition numbers log 10 (k) are also included in this table. It is evident that, for the two considered conduction cases (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1) and (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10), decreasing the mesh size h or increasing the number of enrichments Q results in a decrease in the L ∞ errors. In general a faster decay in the L ∞ errors is observed for the case with (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1) than the case with (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10). Note that as time evolves the errors decrease in all the simulation cases. This can be attributed to the fact that larger errors in the temperature are localized at the enclosure walls and the inclusion interfaces where the temperature gradient is very large. Due to the diffusion nature of the problem, smooth solutions are expected as time evolves and small errors in the temperature are obtained. As the steady-state regime develops, the temperature field is expected to be constant in the computational domain and consequently the PUFEM and the reference solutions are expected to produce similar errors in the temperature Table 2 : L ∞ -norm error in the PUFEM obtained for different h-refinement and for an increased enrichment for the test example of heat conduction in a composite with single inclusion with (κ 1 = 10, κ 2 = 1) and (κ 1 = 1, κ 2 = 10) at different times. Here 4h f = 0.25 corresponding to the coarse PUFEM mesh shown in Figure 12 and Q is the number of enrichments in (14) .
Q h log 10 (k) t = 0.01 t = 0.1 t = 0.4 log 10 (k) t = 0.01 t = 0. field. On the other hand, decreasing the mesh size h or increasing the number of enrichments Q results in an increase in the condition number k in the PUFEM. It should be pointed out that the conditioning issue usually attributed to the PUFEM can be seen clearly in the table. However, a direct solver using double precision was found to produce results of suitable accuracy in the linear system computations presented in this paper. Moreover, the use of a direct solver to decompose the linear system is inevitable in the first time step if backward/forward substitutions are to be reused at later time steps. For larger systems than those considered here an iterative solver might become preferable. This would require a full system solution even though the system matrix remains the same throughout the time domain; however, using the solution vector from the previous time step as a first approximation will be effective in improving convergence of the iterative scheme.
Heat conduction in a composite with two inclusions.
Our second example is the problem of heat conduction in a composite formed by two inclusions with different heat conduction properties. The elementary cell of the considered composite is a cross-sectional circle of radius r = 1 and it is assumed to be isotropic in the cross-sectional plane. We assume that none of the materials' properties depends on temperature, so the problem is linear and can be described by the equations (3a)-(3b) with ρ, c, κ and being functions of the spatial location x only. In the present example we consider the situation depicted in Figure 16 where the computational domain includes a small square subdomain S 1 of a side length 0.4 and a large square subdomain S 2 of a side length
. The locations of the subdomains are defined through the corners p 1 and p 2 shown in Figure 16 . The composite is initially at temperature T 0 = 300 and the ambient temperature is fixed at T b = 300. The thermal conductivity is defined by
For this test example, we also consider an instantaneous heat source given by The purpose of this test heat conduction problem is to demonstrate the ability of the PUFEM to compute accurate solutions on very coarse meshes, and also to explore the effects of different levels of enrichment in time domain. Here we consider two unstructured meshes with quadratic six-noded elements as depicted in Figure 17 . The fine FEM mesh, with 24470 elements and 49309 nodes, is used to compute a reference solution for the considered test example, whereas the PUFEM mesh has only 30 elements and 71 nodes. It should be noted that capturing the details of the geometry around the close proximity of the two squared subdomains resulted in a relatively large number of elements/nodes with the PUFEM, which otherwise may require even fewer elements/nodes. Figure 18 presents the temperature distributions obtained using PUFEM at four different instants t = 0.4, 0.6, 1 and 2.4 which correspond to the end of the sources' application and at three intervals thereafter. The corresponding results obtained using the fine FEM mesh are not included in this figure because visually they are indistinguishable from the PUFEM results. To obtain this set of results, an enrichment level Q = 3 was used, i.e. three Gaussian functions were used to enrich the approximation space. Throughout the simulations, the results obtained using the PUFEM exhibit the same temperature trends as those obtained using the fine FEM reference solution. It is evident that for the considered thermal conditions, the PUFEM captures the heat dynamics and accurately resolves the moving temperature fronts. However, the FEM results are obtained on a fine mesh while, the PUFEM results are computed using a coarse mesh with just 213 degrees of freedom. This represents a significant reduction of the total number of DoFs over the FEM model containing 49309 degrees of freedom. As can be seen from Figure 18 , after a temperature increase due to the heat source in the inclusions, the source ceases and the composite material starts to cool down. For both PUFEM and FEM approaches, the temperature field shows the simulated moving fronts from the source location towards the walls at the surrounding temperature.
To have a clearer comparison between the results obtained using the PUFEM and those obtained using FEM, we present in Figure 19 the temperature distributions along the cross sectional axis s on the main diagonal passing through the points p 1 and p 2 , as shown in Figure 16 . The results are displayed on the left hand side for the warming phase (corresponding to t ≤ 0.4) and on the right hand side for the cooling phase (corresponding to t > 0.4). For comparison reasons, the results obtained using the FEM on the fine mesh shown in Figure 17 are also included in Figure  19 . It is clear that the PUFEM results are capturing the temperature solution well throughout the simulation, including an accurate prediction of the weak discontinuities at the material interfaces.
Finally, in Figures 20 and 21 we plot the time evolution of the temperature at the points p 1 and p 2 respectively, found from the FEM and PUFEM approximations. The effect of the source turning on at t = 0 and off at t = 0.4 is very clearly seen here, and the PUFEM model using three enrichment functions (labelled "PUFEM3") is matching the FEM results closely. Also in these figures we plot the temperature difference, dT , between the PUFEM and FEM results for a range of PUFEM approximations using 3, 4 and 5 Gaussian enrichment functions (labelled "PUFEM3", "PUFEM4" and "PUFEM5"). The general behavior of all three sets of results is similar, and show that a greater level of enrichment yields greater accuracy. However, it is interesting to note that, at point p 1 , the errors from the PUFEM3 simulation are, unexpectedly, lower than those using four and five enrichment functions during the time interval 0.4 ≤ t ≤ 2. This apparent anomaly is resolved upon closer examination of the results. We find that, in general, errors in temperature predictions are manifested in the model heating up and cooling down too slowly. Thus, during the warming up phase (0 ≤ t ≤ 0.4) the PUFEM5 results are the most accurate, while PUFEM3 and PUFEM4 are predicting a slightly lower temperature than that required. At the start of the cooling down phase (t ≥ 0.4), then, the PUFEM3 and PUFEM4 simulations are already at a slightly cooler temperature, and are therefore temporarily more capable of finding an accurate solution in these time steps. After further time steps, normal behavior is resumed and the higher level of enrichment results in the lower errors.
Conclusions
The partition of unity finite element method is extended into a heterogeneous media by blending the enrichment functions of each material/subdomain into a global enrichment which is then applied over the entire domain. The enrichment continuity is naturally ensured without having to enforce it between the subdomains as in previous approaches. On the other hand the weak discontinuities of the materials interface are approximated by the finite elements polynomial shape functions. The extension has a wide range of applications especially in problems of multiple scales of interest. Applications to wave scattering and to transient heat transfer are presented. In each application examples of a single and then multiple inclusions of discontinuous physical properties are presented. Numerical comparisons have been carried out for all the considered problems in terms of the solution field and the error convergence.
Two different applications namely wave scattering and heat transfer are considered. For wave scattering the considered examples include a single jump and multiple jumps in the wavenumber where the jump amplitude is heightened. The studied enrichment combines plane waves of two different wavenumbers. To solve the examples first for each wavenumber the same number of plane waves is used. Then the number of enriching plane waves corresponding to the lowest wavenumber, is decreased while the number of plane waves corresponding to the higher wavenumber, is fixed. This helped to improve the condition number by eight orders of magnitude while only changing the error by one order of magnitude. The approach dealt satisfactorily with multiple jumps. It leads to a significant reduction in the total number of degrees of freedom compared to the FEM in order to achieve a given accuracy. For the heat transfer applications two numerical examples are presented. Heat conduction with discontinuous thermal properties are studied in composites of two and three different materials. Exponential functions of different gradients are combined to enrich the solution space. The obtained results show good heat resolution and lower numerical dissipation. The PUFEM captures the steep gradients in the temperature field without nonphysical oscillations and excessive numerical diffusion even when coarse meshes and large time steps are used in the computations.
The efficiency of the method comes from the coarse nature of the meshes used in the spatial discretization. It should be noted as well that the symmetry of the linear system is preserved and a profile solver can be used for a fast solution. Furthermore and in the time domain this class of enrichment functions produces a time-independent matrix representation of the problem that gives very important gains in computational efficiency since it is only at the first time step that the matrix needs to be reduced. In all the considered examples, we have observed that for a fixed accuracy the total number of degrees of freedom may be reduced by up to 95% when the PUFEM is used which makes it an attractive alternative to problems in hetrogeneous media compared to the standard finite element method. Future work will concentrate on developing efficient solvers for the associated linear systems in order to deal with the conditioning issue and developing efficient analytical integration schemes. Extension of the presented techniques to three space dimensions is of particular interest as it will result in an extensive save in the computational resources compared to the conventional finite element methods. 
